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Abstract 
Large quantities of historical handwritten documents are available online. Yet, the wealth of information 
conveyed by the text captured in these images remains largely inaccessible and cannot be queried in plain text like 
printed books. The HIMANIS research project, funded by the JPI on Cultural Heritage, aims at developing cost-
effective solutions for querying large sets of handwritten document images. To this end, HIMANIS gathers 
Computer Science (A2iA, Universities of Valencia and Groningen) and Humanities (IRHT) and Cultural 
Heritage institutions (Archives Nationales of France). 
   As a challenging and particularly interesting case study, HIMANIS focusses on the large collection of registers 
produced by the French royal chancery (14th-15th c.). Making this iconic collection, heart of one of the most 
centralized state in Europe, available for research communities and a general audience, shall set a new standard 
for future digitization plans as well as allow to deepen our understanding of the raise of nation states in Europe. 
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he is senior researcher at the Institut de Recherche et d’Histoire des Textes (CNRS). He currently is leading as 
Principal Investigator several research projects in the field of digital humanities (ANR 
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